Abstract In this paper we present a visual input HCI system for wearable computers, the FingerMouse. It is a fully integrated stereo camera and vision processing system, with a specifically designed ASIC performing stereo block matching at 5 Mpixel/s (e.g. QVGA 320 · 240 at 30 fps) and a disparity range of 47, consuming 187 mW (78 mW in the ASIC). It is buttonsized (43 mm · 18 mm) and can be worn on the body, capturing the user's hand and processing in realtime its coordinates as well as a 1-bit image of the hand segmented from the background. Alternatively, the system serves as a smart depth camera, delivering foreground segmentation and tracking, depth maps and standard images, with a processing latency smaller than 1 ms. This paper describes the FingerMouse functionality and its applications, and how the specific architecture outperforms other systems in size, latency and power consumption.
Introduction
As a new generation of computers, wearable computers are worn on the user's body or are even integrated in his textiles. This allows for new application scenarios: the computer becomes a digital assistant helping the user perform certain tasks. The system shall not obstruct the user in any way, his hands should be free. Ideally the digital assistant provides useful information (e.g. via a head-up display, or sound) without requiring explicit user interaction. In many situations though, user input to the system will be necessary. Obviously the classic input devices like a keyboard or a mouse do not fit into the wearable computing scenario. A new class of human-computer interaction (HCI) devices is required.
This paper describes such a new wearable device, the FingerMouse. Its primary use is to capture the movement and shape of the user's hand when moving in front of the device's cameras, enabling him to interact with the wearable computer using his bare hands (hence the name FingerMouse). This, and further applications scenarios are described in Sect. 6 .
The FingerMouse uses two cameras and its own processing power to run vision algorithms, to capture a scene and transmit the following outputs:
1. Hand shape: the hand shape is computed as a 1-bit bitmap. This bitmap defines the segmentation of pixels in the scene into either hand/foreground or background.
In a more general sense, the FingerMouse is a binary depth sensing camera, classifying pixels into foreground, when they belong to objects with a distance Z 2[Z min , Z max ]. Z min and Z max can be configured to values from Z prox to +¥. Objects closer than the maximal proximity Z prox produce noise. All other pixels are set to the background class (drawn in black in Fig. 1 ). The FingerMouse transmits this image to a (wearable) computer, acting as a segmenting smart camera. On the computer, a higher level algorithm could use this images for further processing (c.f. Sect. 6). 2. Hand movement: the hand position (absolute coordinates) in the captured images is computed. This allows the user to control an X-Y pointer, similar as a PC-mouse does. For more simple interactions, hand movements (up, down, etc.) are also useful, since they do not require visual feedback as a pointer does. 3. Scene depth image (disparity map): instead of the segmented output, the FingerMouse can also deliver a measurement of the depth of all the pixels. The depth information is the raw disparity measurement from a stereo block matching algorithm (SAD result, L fi R or R fi L), described in Sect. 2. 4. Standard images: the images from the system's two cameras can also be read. This allows to combine the foreground segmentation result (''hand shape'' of the scene with standard camera images yielding the same perspective.
The following features characterize the FingerMouse:
1. Full integration: the embedded system includes all the parts used for image capturing, image processing and power regulation off a battery voltage. It computes the results mentioned above autonomously and transmits them to a (wearable) computer. 2. Real-time operation: as a HCI device, the computation has to be done online. The FingerMouse operates in real-time, processing several frames per second. 3. Low latency/high usability: when using the system with visual feedback (e.g. X-Y pointer on a screen), the user and the machine become a closedloop system. The smaller the tracking latency (or lag) is, the higher the usability. HCI research suggests that values under 50 ms are acceptable and that latency is more important to usability than the measurement accuracy [1, 2]. 4. No calibration: the device immediately works after power-up. This allows it to be turned on shortly (e.g. when user-interaction is needed), and it increases usability because it does not interrupt the user's work flow. 5. High computation performance: the FingerMouse processes images with a throughput of 5-6 Mpixel/s, e.g. 320 · 240 images at 30-37 fps. We developed a specific ASIC for the image computation, which computes at 20-25 G Operations per second (at 80/100 MHz clock rate). 6. Small size: the current implementation is sized 43 mm · 18 mm. 7. Low power: the current implementation consumes less than 200 mW at full operating speed (ASIC 78 mW). This value has to be seen in conjunction with the possibility to switch the system on and off very quickly.
The vision processing applied to the images is described in Sect. 2. The system architecture which enabled the FingerMouse to be built with the features mentioned above is described in Sect. 3. The resulting hardware system is shown in Sect. 4, and its performance compared to other systems in Sect. 5. Finally we present application scenarios for the FingerMouse in Sect. 6. An earlier version of this article was presented at the 19th international conference on architecture of computing systems (ARCS '06) in Frankfurt am Main, Germany [3] .
Image processing

Segmentation techniques
To achieve the hand/foreground segmentation, we evaluated several methods. of applicable vision methods and algorithms. It describes the disadvantages of each one, in the context of our wearable computing scenario. This scenario implies indoor and outdoor lighting conditions, a non-static camera position and a limited power consumption budget.
In the FingerMouse system, we use stereo vision depth mapping because of its good segmentation, outdoor applicability and the absence of calibration. It is combined with a color segmentation filtering step (optional), which is auto-calibrated by the stereo output. The problem of the high computation amount is addressed by a FingerMouse ASIC, specifically developed for the task (c.f. Sect. 3).
The computation techniques and mathematical models behind stereo vision depth mapping have been investigated and covered in literature since more than three decades (e.g. [11, 12] ). While the principles of projective geometry on which the technique is founded have been described since the sixteenth century [13] , real-time hardware implementations with TV-like resolution and frame rate became feasible and are described since the 1990s ( [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , c.f. Sect. 5.2). The FingerMouse contains an implementation of a pixel based stereo correspondence analysis with block matching. The next subsection describes how it was implemented, adopted and extended to fulfill our wearable computing specific design goals.
FingerMouse vision algorithm brief
Two cameras with parallel viewing axes, offset by b (baseline), synchronously capture an image of the scene. For each pixel, a depth Z (also called range) can be computed, by comparing the two images. Objects in the two stereo image are horizontally translated by the so called disparity d (pixels) (c.f. Fig. 2 ). The disparity d of an object is inversely proportional to its distance Z from the cameras:
(f is the focal length of the lenses; x s is the image sensor width [light sensitive area); x r is the horizontal image resolution (pixels)]. The disparity is calculated for each pixel and then classified into foreground or background. To compute a disparity, a reference window, a block (3 · 5 pixels) around the pixel, is compared to blocks in the other stereo image, along a horizontal search window. The block with the highest correlation to the reference block gives the disparity (c.f. Fig. 2 ). Pixels with a disparity contained between the definable thresholds d near_thresh (corresponding to Z min ) and d far_thresh (corresponding to Z max ) are classified as hand/foreground, the other as background. The foreground is illuminated by a light source of a specific spectrum. The image is captured through a spectral filter. Close objects should show a higher brightness [5] . Disadvantages: lighting requires a lot of power. Outdoors, the sunlight outperforms lighting over most of the spectrum.
Structured lighting
The scene is projected with a pattern, e.g. a dot grid. Captured images allow to determine the position of the reflected dots on the hand/foreground in 3D. Using a laser as a monochromatic light source, a narrowband capture filter, and a small lit area (the dots), we showed the feasibility of such a system against sun light with little power consumption [6] . Disadvantages: the resulting data is sparse, since limited to the number of projected dots. Time of flight camera A new type of camera sends out light, modulated over time. In the captured image, the phase of the modulation in the reflected light is determined, and leads to the distance of the captured object. Disadvantages: requires an active light source. Contour tracking A geometrical contour of the hand is tracked over time. In new images the tracker adjust the contourto follow the hand [7] [8] [9] . Disadvantages: needs calibration to initially put the contour on the hand. If the tracking is lost, new calibration is required.
Stereo vision image substraction
The image from two parallel cameras is subtracted. Since the background coincides, it disappears. This algorithm was implemented in older FingerMouse platforms (c.f. Sect. 5.1) [10] . Disadvantages: the foreground is badly retrieved as an overlay of two subtracted hands. Medium distanced objects produce a lot of noise.
Stereo vision depth mapping
Using two cameras, the depth of a scene can be computed. The hand is classified by its proximity to the cameras. This algorithm is integrated in the FingerMouse. Disadvantages: high computational effort.
The width of the horizontal search window is d max and determines the highest disparity that can be measured. d max also represents the amount of discrete values for the depth measurement and is often called disparity search depth. (d max = 47 pixels for the FingerMouse). The hand must not be closer than Z prox , the distance corresponding to d max .
The correlation between blocks is calculated with two different similarity functions operating on the pixel intensity (brightness): the sum of absolute differences (SAD) and the census function. The census function maps a 3 · 3 block to eight bits, each bit indicating whether a border pixel is brighter than the center pixel. A 5 · 3 block is mapped to 3 · 8 bits, the combination of the results from the three 3 · 3 blocks inside the 5 · 3 block. Blocks are compared by the hamming distance of their census function. The SAD and census block comparisons have different noise characteristics when dealing with different kinds of area structure (from homogeneous to highly structured), and the census function is oblivious to absolute brightness.
The resulting measurements from a single correlation method yield noise. Figure 4 shows the distribution of measured disparities from a single matching run, and gives a hint on the noise level (e.g. all disparity measurements of 10 < d < 25 are false, since no parts of the scene have the corresponding depth). This noise results from different sources, which are described in Sect. 2.3. It should be clear, that applying two distance thresholds reduces noise (noise 2 in Fig. 4 ), compared to only using Z min .
To deal with perspective occlusions, the correspondence analysis is performed both from left to right (L fi R search) and from right to left (R fi L search). Using the measured disparity information, the L fi R search result is transformed to the right camera perspective, to be combined with the R fi L results.
By combining the four redundant search runs (SAD and census, both R fi L and L fi R), noise is reduced. Remaining noise is filtered by a median filter. The resulting picture is output-1. The hand coordinates, output-2, are derived from a center-of-gravity computation. Figure 3 shows all the intermediary processed images and the final outputs.
Since the noise countermeasures focus on reducing noise in the background rather than noise in the hand/ foreground, a color step helps to ''fill up'' the hand: the output-1 image is enhanced using color segmentation. A reference color tone (hue) is computed on-the-fly using the output-1 image (which shows parts of the hand and noise) and the buffered color tones. Pixels that have a similar color and are close to foreground pixels in output-1 are classified as foreground in the output-3 image. The corresponding hand coordinates are called output-4 (also see Fig. 9 ). Since the color segmentation is done on-the-fly, the color reference is always taken from the previous image. The use of the color fill-up step is optional.
Many other stereo vision algorithms perform a perspective rectification of the images, before running the correspondence analysis, to correct the effect of the two different camera perspectives onto the hand. Alternatively, the effect can be reduced by choosing a small camera baseline b, as in the FingerMouse. A rectification step was omitted since we prefer concurrent measures to consecutive ones. This reduces latency and is also necessary to free the system of a frame buffer (c.f. Sect. 3). Potentially, it could be added easily to the system. 
Robustness considerations
With the term robustness, we describe how the system's output quality is related to different challenges the FingerMouse faces in a wearable computing environment, a higher robustness meaning a better output quality for a specific scene. A measure for output quality is to count the number of incorrectly classified pixels (noise). This noise can be divided into background noise (background pixels wrongfully detected as foreground) and foreground noise. To quantify the quality, the outputs are compared to ground truth values, e.g. a manually segmented bitmap.
When dealing with a specific application, the output quality of a post-processing stage (e.g. the tracking precision of the hand movement) is more relevant, and the quality measure has to be adopted. For example, in some applications, the correct detection of pixels along the contour of the foreground object is more important than of the pixels inside the object (which are harder to detect when the object has a uniform texture).
The factors that influence the FingerMouse's robustness all depend on the scene and its image acquisition. After the images have been digitally transmitted from the cameras, the rest of the system is deterministic, and can be simulated down to gate level. The scene specific factors are:
• foreground objects occlude different background areas, respectively, in the two camera perspectives [19] • close objects are projected in a different perspective onto the two image sensors • homogenous areas lead to ambiguities, horizontally periodic structures confuse the block matching.
The image acquisition specific factors are:
• image capture can differ in the two cameras (e.g. global brightness) • the image sensor limitations in extreme (low/high) lighting conditions • the geometrical precision of the stereo camera setup.
In order to have the cameras produce images in an equal fashion, we synchronize their complete timing on clock cycle level. This reduces effects caused by different exposure moments, e.g. with artificial lighting, the scene brightness often slightly oscillates at 50/ 60 Hz. Remaining brightness differences are dealt with the bias independent census block comparison. In some scenes, the brightness of the light causes problems: if it is too high or too low, a limit in the sensor's dynamic range is reached, and structure is lost in under/overexposed image areas. In low lighting conditions, the sensors increase their signal amplification (gain) and/or apply higher exposure times, which leads to a decay in the signal/noise ratio and/or motion blur. When building the stereo setup, the cameras will never be exactly in parallel: while small translational errors have little effect, rotational errors in the three possible axes (horizontal pan, vertical pan, rotation in the image plane) affect the image processing. This rotational error can be minimized with a high precision manufacturing process or by later mechanical calibration, e.g. mounting the cameras on daughter boards with screws. Many image sensors also offer the possibility to transmit only a rectangular subset of the image (windowing). This permits to approximately correct small rotational errors in two axes (pan).
The system's robustness can be measured by simulating with different sets of input images and measure the resulting output quality. This also allows to evaluate candidate image sensors or to test different system parameters (e.g. camera baseline, focal length, etc.) with scenario specific test images before implementing the embedded device. The robustness against specific problems (e.g. angular geometry flaws, under/overexposure, noise, dynamic range) can be simulated by artificially modifying existing images of higher quality, or with artificially produced (e.g. by ray-tracing a 3D model) images.
Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the relative performance of the system under different scenarios, where the camera images have been artificially deteriorated (the curve legend in Fig. 5 is valid for all three figures). The input images are of VGA resolution, processed at half-VGA (320 · 480). The images are the same as in Fig. 2 , containing a hand in the foreground. As a measure for output quality, we plotted the foreground recognition rate ð]foreground pixels recognized/]foreground pixels in ground truth image) and background recognition rate for both the output with and without the optional color fill-up stage (output-3 and output-1). The tracking distance error is the distance in pixels between the measured center of gravity and the ground truth center of gravity. It is measured for both the filled and unfilled image (output-4 and output-2). The mean error distance for guessing the position is 277 pixels (in half-VGA) (please note that its scaling is different in the three plots). Figure 5 shows the system's reaction to more noise (lower SNR) in the sensor images. The artificial noise is uniformly distributed in both stereo images. In practice, noise occurs when lighting is low and the gain in the sensor is increased. The amount of noise also depends on the quality of the optics and the image sensor sensitivity. The input noise creates a linear decay in the (unfilled) hand recognition, which is caught up by the fill-up stage, until the latter breaks down after SNR < 35 dB. Figure 6 shows how the system deals with a decreased dynamic range. The images were artificially decreased in contrast (over the whole image). This decay occurs when the image contrast is low or when the area of interest (e.g. hand, foreground object) has a low contrast (e.g. in the shade) within a high contrast scene (e.g. sun-lit). This time the unfilled foreground ''disappears'' much slower in the sample stereo set, and the filled output remains good until 28 dB of dynamic range. Figure 7 shows what happens, when the left image is globally brighter than the right sensor image (a value of n% means, that an area of the same object is n% brighter). The system reacts very badly to the bias, but maintains some foreground recognition without generating background noise. In the synchronous camera system of the FingerMouse, the brightness bias is insignificant, but could occur when the used optics have different apertures, e.g. through manufacturing tolerances. Care has to be taken to avoid this.
The three figures show that the background stays mainly noise free (less than 0.5% noise pixels), even when the input images are flawed and when the hand area is not recognized any more. This makes it easier to determine the foreground area, even when the latter is noisy and is an effect of the filtering and depth map combinations. The foreground (output-1) is always partially captured, and allows to be used for post-processing, e.g. the center of gravity tracking, even under heavy constraints. Its filled version (output-3, and its position tracking, output-4) allows even a higher quality output (both segmented image and tracking), but its robustness is more limited compared to output-1 (and output-2) and falls behind after a certain amount of input image decay.
The actual input and output images of the presented figures can be found at http://www.fingermouse.ethz.c. 3 Hardware architecture
The architecture of the system and its components are shown in Fig. 8 . The two cameras are arranged in parallel and they work synchronously with the ASIC and with each other. This is possible by clocking them through the FingerMouse-ASIC and by setting a synchronous operation start and identical timing through the microcontroller. The images are not stored in a frame buffer, eliminating the need for an image-RAM. Instead, a window of only four (stereo-)lines from each stereo image is buffered inside the ASIC. The segmentation processing is done on-the-fly on the first three lines, while a new line is stored in the buffer. The segmented output is available concurrently with the image transmission from the cameras. The hand-tracking is also done on the fly, and the result is ready directly after the image transmission is done. This way, the result computation has a very small latency (the time between the transmission of a pixel and its computed output) of merely two row transmission times. The delay between a hand movement and the transmission of the hand pixels by the camera depends on the speed of the image sensor: the movement is integrated over the exposure time and then transmitted immediately (rolling shutter camera) or at a delay up to a full image transmission time, depending on its position in the image (global shutter camera).
To handle a pixel throughput of 5 M stereopixels per second and do online stereo matching, the ASIC has to perform over 20 G Operations per second [this value is based only the on stereo matching part, and only counting operations (subtract, accumulate, compare, fetch value) inside the loops, without any overhead. The complete figure on a RISC based implementation is much higher]. The disparity computation of one stereo pixel pair, which includes 188 block comparison operations (d max · 4), is done within 16 ASIC clock cycles. This is possible through a high speed ring buffer, which stores the reference block and parts of the search window in a ring buffer, consisting of registers. During the 16 clock cycles, the ring buffer slides over the complete search window, fetching new pixels from the row-buffer RAM. At each clock cycle, 16 parallel units, directly wired to the ring buffer, do a block comparison. With some overhead and additional computations, this allows for a disparity search depth of d max = 47. The data and processing flow can be seen in Fig. 9 .
The microcontroller controls the cameras, configures the ASIC and transports the tracking results via a RS232 interface. The segmented images (or optionally the SAD disparity maps) are directly output by the ASIC, over a 16-bit parallel/serial interface. The design could also be extended, so that the microcontroller could handle some or all post-processing of the images or could provide USB connectivity.
System implementation and results
The architecture is implemented on a four-layer PCB (size 43 mm · 18 mm). The FingerMouse ASIC die is directly bonded onto the PCB, without a package. Two image sensors (Omnivision OV7649, low voltage color CMOS VGA imager) in chip-scale package were used, together with small board-lenses. The system further ASIC clock) . The cameras can also output subset windows of the images. For example, when a horizontal position of an object in front of the FingerMouse needs to be determined, images of 320 · 3 pixels could be processed at several hundred fps. The delay between input and output pixels from the ASIC, running at 80 MHz, is smaller than 200 ls. The optics seen in Fig. 10 (left) are provided by Sekonix. With a focal length of f = 3.6 mm, the horizontal field of view of the FingerMouse has an opening angle of 53°(this corresponds to the viewing angle of a 35 mm film camera with a f = 30 mm lens). In this optical setup, the relation between the disparity d and the depth Z is as follows:
The ASIC was manufactured in May 2005, by UMC. Table 2 shows some figures of the FingerMouse ASIC. Table 3 gives an overview of the components' power consumptions. Figure 10 (left) shows the FingerMouse PCB with the optics, no electronics mounted.
5 System performance comparison and discussion
Performance of the different FingerMouse implementations/architectures
To give a notion of the system's performance, we provide an overview over three other prototypes that have been implemented at our lab. They all use stereo vision to segment and track the hand, but the underlying processing architecture is different.
1. The first prototype system was built in 2001/2002. It uses a DSP and a very rudimentary algorithm: for the background/foreground segmentation, two corresponding stereo-vision pixels were compared (image subtraction) and classified via a threshold. In a second step, the resulting segmentation is filtered with morphological operations. This results in a ''dirty'' segmentation of the background and the overlay of the hands (translated in the stereo images) which was nevertheless usable for tracking. Image processing is done after complete image transmission, resulting in some latency (13.5 ms) [10] . 2. The second prototype was developed in 2003/2004.
It uses the same algorithm as the first prototype, with some further refinements. It uses an FPGA for the computation, which allowed zero latency and a much higher data rate than the first prototype, thanks to parallel processing and concurrent image transmission. 3. Implementation of the new algorithm on a desktop PC with additional optimizations. It uses two USB cameras and does not use the color segmentation processing step.
Even though the DSP/FPGA based FingerMouse prototypes run a much more rudimentary algorithm requiring less calculations per pixel, the efficiency comparison shows that the architecture based on our ASIC clearly outperforms the other architectures (Table 4) .
Other real-time stereo systems
While stereo correspondence algorithms have been described earlier, real-time systems emerged in the 1990s. The following embedded hardware system have been implemented using FPGAs and DSPs: 3. An implementation on a hardware of several Xilinx 4013 FPGAs is described in [16] (1999). It achieves 30 256 · 256 frames per second, of a maximal disparity 32.
More embedded system can be found in [20] [21] [22] . Since a few years, real-time implementations are achieved on standard PCs. This has become possible through the increase of the PCs performance, the use of new processor technologies like MMX and SSE (on ·86 platforms), better cache and multi-core processors. The main performance increase results from algorithm optimizations though: since coherent objects in a a scene are coherently projected onto the image sensors, it is clear that the depth of a pixel is strongly correlated to its neighboring pixels. This is exploited in the correspondence analysis: the image is treated in different hierarchal steps, using a priori information from the previous step to decrease to amount of necessary block comparisons and thus increase speed. Some of those techniques are described in [23, 24] .
Many different software implementations exist, e.g.:
1. Triclops SDK is a software by the company Point Grey Research (http://www.ptgrey.com). It does real-time stereo block matching in high quality on 
Discussion
The six described systems perform similar stereo block matching than the FingerMouse, and could also be used for foreground segmentation. Since their original task is to deliver depth maps, the systems have been optimized for depth output quality, while the refinements in the FingerMouse are more focused on the segmentation of a hand. The software based PC solutions offer a higher level of flexibility in system design and implementation. The image throughput performance of the PC solutions is equalling the FingerMouse, when using today's stateof-the-art desktop or notebook processors.
Their disadvantages are:
• Higher latency: the images have to be transmitted from the cameras first, passing through an interface chip, a driver software and a video API. The full image has to be stored in RAM before an optimized algorithm can process it. Due to the algorithmic complexity, the latency is not deterministic any more. While latencies over 100 ms are tolerable for some applications, they decrease usability in human-computer interaction with real-time visual interaction (like moving a mouse pointer on a screen).
• Little mobility: a notebook solution is somehow portable, but truly mobile platforms like wearable computers (e.g. the QBIC [27] ) remain a few years behind when it comes to processing speed, due to their lower power budgets.
• Less power efficiency: the general purpose architecture of the computers results in a lower processing efficiency (throughput/energy consumption). Additionally, the vision processing has to share the cpu performance with other applications running concurrently.
The other embedded implementations also achieve low latencies, but the FingerMouse has the advantage of its tightly coupled parallel computation and memory architecture inside the ASIC, and thus performs better.
Although the described systems are far from identical, the numbers should give an impression of the performance of the FingerMouse compared to other systems:
The FingerMouse outperforms its competitors on the performance/power ratio, the latency, total system power consumption and size. The FingerMouse falls back when it comes to flexibility and depth map quality (depth maps are not used in our application scenarios).
Application scenarios
In most vision processing that analyzes an object in a scene, the segmentation of the object in the image is a crucial step. It is a standard task and is trivial when the camera position is static. When the system is in motion, and power consumption, size or latency are crucial, a device like the FingerMouse is useful. The following scenario examples describe what the mobile segmentation could serve for. Section 6.1 shows the driving scenario and nomenclature origin of the FingerMouse. Sections 6.2 and 6.3 show further theoretical application scenarios for the FingerMouse smart camera system, including actually processed images.
Wearable computing HCI
Worn on the body, the FingerMouse allows the user to control a wearable computer with his hands.
The segmented output can be used to recognize gestures (c.f. [28] ) or extract other information (e.g. orientation of the hand, position of the fingertip, silhouette generation, etc.). A basic position tracking of the foreground area is already performed inside the FingerMouse.
Thanks to its size, the FingerMouse could also be attached to the head-up display, in order to allow the user to point directly into the virtual screen in front of him. A drawback is, that current head-up displays have a smaller field-of view, that would only cover a subset of the FingerMouse field of view, and thus reduce the usable pointing resolution. A countermeasure is to increase the focal length of the optics in the FingerMouse, but this also increases the minimum distance of the hand Z prox , unless the baseline b is also reduced (which cannot be changed for a given system, in contrast to the lenses) (Fig. 11 ).
Mobile video telephony with background removal
In mobile video telephony, the FingerMouse could replace the camera, and offer the possibility to remove or blur the background in an image. To cover the user in the image, a silhouette around the detected foreground (output-1) is computed and slightly enlarged, and then combined with the original right camera image. The background removal improves user's privacy (hiding his current environment and location) and the privacy of other persons, since otherwise those could be filmed in the background during the video communication (c.f. Fig. 12) . Furthermore, the bit rate of the video stream is reduced (or its quality improved for a given bit rate).
Visual augmentation and hazard detection
The FingerMouse could help provide simple vision augmentation. Figure 13 shows, how a FingerMouse mounted on a shoe segments objects in front of the user. Triggered by the foot stepping down, the system could give an audio cue to warn the user, if any object lies in his trajectory or even hint to the relative position (left/right/straight ahead) and distance of the object to the shoe. The object distance can be measured by averaging (for sub-pixel disparity precision) the disparity values of the detected foreground. Since the foot is not moving for a short period of time, several images can be taken, e.g. with different distance thresholds, to gain more information about the object. The necessary post-processing of the 1-bit output images (only 9,600 bytes, in QVGA) could be handled by a microcontroller (or by a wearable computer). Such a system and its battery can be fitted into a shoe and could operate non-stop for a whole day.
The system in the shoe could provide walking hazard detection to visually impaired people or to wearable computing users, walking while focusing on a head-up display. In a similar fashion, the FingerMouse could help a robot avoid or follow objects.
Conclusion and outlook
We proposed an architecture for a fully integrated realtime vision capturing and processing system that achieves a high performance although working under strict constraints. The small size and low power consumption of the implementation qualifies for use within a wearable system. With its figures of size, power consumption, performance and latency, the FingerMouse system is unrivaled today.
Outlook
The size of such a system could certainly be further reduced, when resorting to more complex construction techniques, like multi-chip modules. On the other hand, the size reduction is limited by the need of an offset between the two stereo cameras. Reducing this offset would influence the vision processing, altering the depth measuring range.
A further reduction in power consumption is still possible. Switching from 250 to sub 100 nm CMOS technology allows for a decrease of the ASIC's power Fig. 11 The FingerMouse as an input device to wearable computers dissipation by a factor of five without degradation of the computing performance. The trend in CMOS camera development also shows dropping power consumption while sensor performance is increasing. The current size indicates that autonomous vision processing devices could already be used in wearable systems, and could even be integrated into mobile phones or PDA's, as described in the application scenarios.
Ongoing information and test images can be found at the FingerMouse project homepage (http://www. fingermouse.ethz.ch). 
